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Abstract. DIII-D experiments have investigated ITER startup scenarios, including an initial phase where the
plasma was limited on low field side (LFS) poloidal bumper limiters. Both the original ITER “small-bore”
(constant q95 ) startup and a “large-bore” lower internal inductance ( li ) startup have been simulated. In addition,
li feedback control has been tested with the goal of producing discharges at the ITER design value, li (3) =
0.85. These discharges have been simulated using the Corsica free boundary equilibrium code. High
performance hybrid scenario discharges ( β N = 2.8, H 98,y2 = 1.4) and ITER H-mode baseline discharges ( β N >
€
€
1.6, H 98,y2 = 1–1.2) have been obtained experimentally in an ITER similar shape after the ITER-relevant
€
startup.

€

€

€

€

1. Introduction

€

€

€

ITER startup presents unique challenges due to the low inductive toroidal electric field
(0.3 V/m), power supply and poloidal field coil constraints, and (in some scenarios) plasma
current rampup near the n = 0 vertical stability limit. Important goals of this work are to test
whether the proposed ITER startup scenarios are feasible, to benchmark modeling codes, and
to develop improvements to these scenarios.
To simulate ITER startup in DIII-D, the limiter phase of the current ramp was scaled by
€ low field side (LFS) radii of both devices, R LFS,ITER / RLFS,DIII-D ≈ 3.5.
the ratio of the
During the diverted phase, the scaling factor was set by the major radii and was 3.65. The
DIII-D toroidal field, BT , was 2.14 T at the major radius R = 1.7 m (compared to 5.3 T at
R = 6.2 m in ITER). The scale factor to give the same relative times for the L / R plasma time
in DIII-D and ITER is about 50 ( L and R plasma are
€ internal inductance and resistance,
respectively). For similar I / aB , the original 15 MA ITER baseline rampup in 110 s scales to
€ scenario, discussed below, a faster ramp
€ s for DIII-D. For the large-bore ITER
1.7 MA in 2.2
is specified corresponding to 1.64 MA in 1.6 s in DIII-D. In DIII-D,
€ there are three poloidal
€ extending
bumper limiters on the LFS,
€ 2 cm from the surrounding graphite wall tiles.
€ original ITER startup baseline scenario has been investigated [1]. In this
In DIII-D, the
scenario [2], referred to here as the small-bore scenario, the discharge was initiated on the
LFS limiters and plasma current was increased while edge q ( q95 ) was maintained
approximately constant. The discharge was diverted at q95 ≈ 5.7 at 0.6 s, corresponding to
I p / aBT ≈ 0.71 in ITER. During the Ohmic phase, the internal inductance li (3) typically
increased to 1.2 or higher sometimes leading to locked modes and disruptions. In this paper,
in order to be consistent with ITER specifications, €
we €
will use a normalized internal
inductance, li (3) , defined by
€
€
2 

li (3) = 2V B 2p (µ0 I p ) R ,
(1)


€ B p is the poloidal magnetic field, 〈B 2p 〉 = 1/V ∫ B 2p dV and V is the plasma volume. An
where
alternate startup scenario [3] has also been investigated in DIII-D, referred to as the large€ bore scenario. In this scenario, the discharge is also initiated on the LFS, but diverted much
earlier, I p / aBT ≈ 0.40, and the plasma volume during the limited phase is larger. This
€ scenario reduces heat flux to€ the LFS limiters and€torus wall and has lower internal
inductance. An example of the evolution of a large bore discharge is shown in Fig. 1 and

€

2
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compared to that calculated for a similar evolution in ITER. As shown in Fig. 1, the higher
plasma volume for the large-bore scenario allows more flexibility in locating the electron
cyclotron (EC) resonance inside the last closed flux surface (LCFS) for effective auxiliary
heating during early evolution, including the burnthrough phase. For the DIII-D experiments,
second harmonic X-mode (X2) EC assist was evaluated during the time when the discharge
was limited on the LFS. Two gyrotrons were used (DIII-D has six gyrotrons with a nominal
source power of 1 MW each)
with a launch angle normal to the
toroidal field (perpendicular
launch). The injected power was
1 to 1.3 MW. The vacuum resonance location for the fundamental O-mode (O1) of the ITER
170 GHz gyrotrons is shown in
Fig. 1(a).
The ITER small-bore startup
scenario is discussed in Ref. [1]
and compared to the large-bore
startup. In this paper, we will present results from experiments
using the improved large-bore Fig. 1. Shape evolution for the large-bore LFS startup in ITER
startup that has been extended to (a) and in the DIII-D scaled startup (b). ITER:DIII-D scaling
initiation at lower toroidal elec- is 3.5:1 (size) and 50:1 (time). The diverted shape is just after
tric field and ramped to higher the end of the limited phase. The nominal resonance location
I p . Section 2 discusses low volt- of both EC systems is shown as dashed lines.
age breakdown and flux consumption during current rampup, Section 3 presents experiments
to control internal inductance, Section 4 gives examples of rampup using the ITER scenario
leading to ITER baseline H-mode and Hybrid phases, Section 5 discusses benchmarking
these large-bore discharges using the Corsica code, followed by conclusions in Section 6.
2. Low Voltage Startup and Flux Consumption
The ITER design assumes an applied toroidal electric field, Eφ , of 0.3 V/m during the
breakdown phase. This field is limited by induced currents in the thick vacuum vessel and
poloidal field coil constraints. Since most present day tokamaks operate at much higher
values of Eφ , we refer to the reduced field as low voltage startup, where the toroidal loop
voltage, VL = ∫ Eφ dl . The electric field produces ionization
of the neutral gas and provides
€
Ohmic heating power for the plasma during the breakdown and current rampup phases. If this
Ohmic power is too low, then burnthrough of low Z impurities may not occur and startup will
fail.
€ Although ITER has been designed to allow Ohmic startup, ECH will provide additional
power
to facilitate the burnthrough phase. EC assist for both fundamental O-mode and
€
second harmonic X-mode has been shown to be effective for pre-ionization and burnthrough
in a variety of tokamaks [1,4–8]. Shown in Fig. 2 is the early evolution of two similar DIII-D
discharges: one Ohmic, and one with EC assist. The additional power provided by electron
cyclotron heating (ECH) results in a rapid current rise [Fig. 2(a)] and prompt burnthrough of
low Z impurity charge states; an example of CIII is plotted in [Fig. 2(c)]. In both discharges,
the current channel forms on the high field side (HFS) [Fig. 2(b)], but EC assist produces a
more rapid current rise. That the EC power is effectively heating the discharge is shown in
Fig. 2(d) and (f) where both electron temperature and plasma stored energy are higher for the
€ of radiated power is initially high with ECH, possibly
ECH discharge. Although the fraction
due to low single-pass absorption, it rapidly decreases and is nearly equal to the ohmic case
by 0.08 s. After the discharge diverts (not shown), there is virtually no difference in radiated
power between these two cases.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of Ohmic (black) and EC assist (red) startup with Eφ = 0.43 V/m. Shown are:
(a) plasma current, (b) radius of current centroid using EFIT (triangles) and a single filament fit
(circles), (c) C III intensity with circles indicating approximate burnthrough time, (d) electron
temperature, (e) line average electron density (solid) and fraction of radiated power ( frad = Prad / Pin ),
and (f) plasma stored energy. The second harmonic EC resonance
location is shown as a horizontal
€
dashed line in (b).
€
The comparison in Fig. 2 is for two similar discharges with the €
initial electric field held

constant at 0.43 V/m. This is the lowest voltage startup obtained Ohmically in these
experiments using the LFS ITER large-bore scenario. Ohmic attempts at 0.3 V/m produced
breakdown but not burnthrough. We note that previous work [4] demonstrated ohmic startup
in DIII-D at 0.25 V/m limiting on the HFS. Future experiments will continue to explore
ohmic LFS startup at or below 0.3 V/m to determine the fundamental physics constraints for
inductive startup. Although Ohmic discharge initiation was not at sufficiently low Eφ for
ITER, discharges with EC assist were successfully ramped to current flattop with electric
fields as low as 0.21 V/m. In this scenario, ECH was applied during the LFS limiter phase.
The breakdown and current initiation were prompt with ECH, and startup was robust. The
inductive and resistive flux consumption, defined in Ref. [9], for three low voltage
discharges
€
is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of I p . In these similar discharges, the inductive flux is nearly
identical, as expected. However there is a resistive flux reduction with the discharges using
EC assist. The electric field during the limited phase is different for the lowest voltage
discharge shown in green. During the divertor phase, the voltage driving the Ohmic field coil
is programmed to produce
€ a constant current ramp in all three cases and is approximately
0.22 V/m. The Ejima coefficient [9] shown in Fig. 3(b) is also lower using ECH although
ECH was only on during the LFS limited phase up to 0.24 s, (current flattop occurred at 1.63
s). The Ejima coefficient, C E , is an indication of the resistive flux consumption and is given
by

C E = ΔΦ R / µ0 RI p ,

(2)

€ resistive flux obtained by subtracting the plasma poloidal flux (calculated
where ΔΦ R is the
from EFIT) from the total flux at the plasma boundary [9,10]
€
€
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As expected in Fig. 3, the higher temperatures
with ECH [Fig. 2(d)] resulted in a lower Ejima coefficient and these discharges required somewhat
lower flux to reach current flattop.
3. Control of Internal Inductance
Due to the thick ITER vacuum vessel and constraints
on the poloidal field coils, ITER must reach 15 MA
within a relatively narrow range of internal inductance around a nominal value of li (3) = 0.85. Controlling li (3) to remain in this range requires modification of the current profile. Three actuators have
been used in DIII-D startup experiments to modify
€ ohmic heating power supthe current profile: (1) the
€ply (to change the I p ramp rate), (2) gas injectors (to
vary density and indirectly plasma temperature), and
(3) neutral beam auxiliary heating (to directly vary
plasma temperature). These will be discussed below.
Feedback
control of li (3) has been successfully
€
demonstrated by varying the current ramp rate, as
shown in Fig. 4. This feedback allows the flexibility
Fig. 3. (a) Inductive (solid) and resistive to control li in a systematic way to avoid limitations
(dashed) flux consumption during the cur- in the ITER poloidal
€
field coil set without prior
rent ramp and (b) the Ejima coefficient knowledge of the exact evolution of the current profor three similar
discharges with file. The current feedback algorithm has been de0.43 V/m (red and blue) and 0.21 V/m scribed
€
in Ref. [1] and the algorithm has recently
(green) startup.
been enhanced to allow feedback control using li (3)
as the target. The feedback circuit uses the DIII-D plasma control system (PCS) to perform a
realtime equilibrium reconstruction [11] to calculate li (3) and then generates an error signal
to increase or decrease the current ramp rate by controlling the voltage of the actuator, i.e.,
€ from 0.65 to
the ohmic heating power supply. The range of li (3) target values in Fig. 4 varies
0.95. At the lowest value of li (3) corresponding to the fastest current ramp, there is a locked
mode near current flattop and eventually a €
disruption. All discharges were Ohmically
€
ramped to flattop except the discharge
with a target value€ of 0.75. In this discharge, neutral beam heating power was
applied during the ramp at 1.6 s, and an
H-mode phase ensued. The PCS feedback
then limited the current to the minimum
allowable ramp rate, but the li (3) target
value could not be maintained. In all discharges li (3) feedback control was not
maintained around the time of Ohmic
€
supply current crossover,
when a switching network changes the current polarity
€in the Ohmic field coils (the power supply
Fig. 4. Feedback control of internal inductance by
is unipolar). This is seen as a sudden in- varying the I ramp rate (a). The target values of
p
crease in li (3) in Fig. 4 as I p flattens l (3) are shown
as dashed lines during the time that
i
prior to switching, and then a drop in feedback was enabled, (b). The value of li (3) calli (3) when the switch is reconnected and culated in the PCS using rtEFIT is also shown in (b).
the ramp rate increases to catch up with Feedback
is enabled at 0.35 s and ramped to the
€
€
€ requested current.
the
desired flattop value at 0.5 s, as described in Ref. [1].
€ However feedback
€

€
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is again effective in bringing li (3) back to the target
value. Except for the current crossover times, the
feedback is effective for the entire current ramp for
the two discharges at highest target values.
€ of li (3) modification is to
Another method
change the current profile by using auxiliary heating. Shown in Fig. 5 is li feedback for four levels
of neutral beam heating and an ohmic comparison
€
(the means of heating
is not critical; it is the change
in conductivity that is important). Note that in this
€
li , and not li (3) for feedcase, the PCS calculated
back control [ li (3) feedback had not been implemented]. The effect of heating is shown indirectly
by changes in the current ramp as the neutral beam
€ while maintaining
€
power is increased
constant li
with €
feedback.
The third method of internal inductance control
is to modify the plasma density with external fueling. A limited scan has been reported in €
Ref. [1] for
the small-bore scenario and was also tried for the
large-bore discharges. In the latter case, while li (3)
could be increased with gas puffing, the highest
density led to MARFES and this approach has not
been investigated as extensively as the other two
€
techniques described above.

Fig. 5. Feedback control of internal inductance (a) for 5 large-bore discharges
as neutral beam power is varied, (c). The
current ramp rate, (b), decreases as power
is increased to maintain the same target li
of 0.8. Also shown (black) is an Ohmic
discharge. There is an L-H transition at
4. Achieving ITER Flattop Scenarios with
0.73 s in highest power discharge (magenta) and li feedback can €no longer
Large-Bore Startup
maintain the target value, going to the
The entire ITER rampup scenario has been simu- minimum allowable current ramp deterlated in DIII-D, beginning with a large-bore, low mined by the feedback algorithm.
€
voltage (0.29 V/m), LFS limited startup with EC

€
€

assist and then ramping the current in the approximate ITER divertor shape to the flattop
phase. In other experiments, DIII-D has simulated the ITER shape during the flattop phase
and demonstrated four ITER scenarios [12]. The work presented here shows that an ITER
startup scenario can be combined with some of these ITER flattop scenarios. A typical
discharge is shown in Fig. 6, where the flattop parameters are q95 = 3.0, I / aB = 1.39. After
auxiliary heating is applied, an H-mode phase is observed ( H 98,y2 ≈ 1–1.2, H 89 ≈ 1.6–2.3,
and β N > 1.6), simulating the ITER 15 MA Q = 10 H-mode scenario 2 ( I / aB = 1.42, β N ≈
1.8, H 89 ≈ 2). With 1 MW of ECH, breakdown and burnthrough were robust for all
€ we note in passing that this
discharges in this series. While not the main subject of
€ this paper,
discharge was successfully ramped down, limiting on
€ the HFS at I p€= 0.33 MA (not shown).
€
€ and had a
However, the rampdown phase required
auxiliary heating to remain
in H-mode
€
rather high li (3) [Fig. 6(d)] that would probably not be possible in ITER. Further work is
required for the ITER rampdown phase.
The ITER large-bore startup has also been used to€produce a high performance hybrid
scenario discharge, shown in Fig. 7. In this case a 12 MA ITER hybrid discharge was simu2 = 0.40, [Fig. 7(d)], approaching the value
€ with a figure of merit, G = β N × H 89P / q95
lated
required in ITER, G = 0.42 , for a fusion gain Q = 10 . The discharge was ramped to q95 = 4.2
using the large- bore Ohmic startup. Only short neutral beam pulses were used during this
period for diagnostic purposes. After applying 6.6 MW of neutral beam power, plasma
current was ramped€slightly to maintain q95 as plasma stored energy increased during the
€
hybrid phase,
then neutral beam feedback
was used to maintain β N ≈ €2.8. Small Ohmic
€
€
€
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sawteeth were observed late in the current ramp, but these were suppressed with auxiliary
heating and during the hybrid phase qmin was generally above unity.

€

Fig. 6. DIII-D discharge simulating ITER scenario 2 and using a low voltage large-bore startup with
ECH assist (a). Shaded area indicates LFS limited phase. Plotted are: (a) q95 , toroidal loop voltage
( VL ), neutral beam power, and ECH power; (b) normalized beta ( β N ) and the H factor; (c) Dα
intensity and the Greenwald fraction; and (d) plasma current and li (3) .

€

€

5. Modeling of ITER Startup Scenario

€

In order to make model-based predictions for
ITER startup, the analysis codes must be
benchmarked against experimental data. For
DIII-D, the electron thermal transport model in
the Corsica code is being benchmarked using
the both small-bore and large-bore discharges.
Corsica [13] is a free-boundary equilibrium
and transport code that can model both DIII-D
and ITER scenarios [14]. It evolves the plasma
shape and plasma parameters such as li , j (ψ ) ,
and Te and provides capability for modeling
shape and vertical stability controllers and active feedback control systems. Transport calcu€ € using a gyrolations have been implemented
Bohm based thermal transport model [15].
Figure 8 is an example of a simulation comparing the temporal evolution of Te (0) , q0 ,
and internal inductance from Corsica with
EFIT. For this Corsica simulation, the
measured electron density is input at each€time
€
step and impurity density
is
€ fixed at

€

€

€

Fig. 7. ITER large-bore startup scenario and
ITER similarity shape in a high performance
Hybrid discharge: (a) qmin and H factor,
H 98,y2 , (b) I p and li (3) , (c) auxiliary
heating power and β N , and (d) G factor.
ITER nominal design value, li (3) = 0.85 is
€ line in (b) and calculated
shown as a dashed
€
value€of G to produce
a fusion gain, Q = 10
is a dashed€line in (d). €
€

€

€
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ncarbon / ne = 0.03. This initial modeling predicts the approximate time of sawteeth onset
( qmin = 1) and reproduces the electron temperature evolution during the startup phase. With
the same model and parameter values as used for
ITER predictions, the evolved on-axis electron
temperature prediction obtained, Fig. 8(b), is in
reasonably good agreement with that obtained
from profile fits to Thomson scattering measurements. Similarly good agreement for the
temperature profile is also indicated in Fig. 8(b)
[inset] at 0.75 s into the discharge. In Fig. 8(c),
we compare the on-axis safety factor, q0 , obtained from the current profile evolution in
simulations with that obtained from EFIT
analysis. Since the ITER prescription for startup
does not include auxiliary heating
€ in the current
ramp, there is no neutral beam heating in the
current ramp for these experiments. However,
we have a single short beam pulse at 0.35 s for
diagnostic measurements, notably the MSE
measurement needed for accurate prediction of
q0 . We show the MSE-constrained evaluation of
q0 at this time in Fig. 8(c) and note that it is in
reasonably good agreement with the simulated
evolution of q0 . We also show that the onset of
sawtooth activity [Fig. 8(b)], observed by a
central channel of the electron cyclotron
emission (ECE) diagnostic, corresponds approximately
€ to the time the simulated q0 ~ 1, further Fig. 8. Corsica modeling of a DIII-D smallindicating that the predicted current profile bore scenario discharge comparing (a) measevolution is consistent with the experiment. This ured and modeled I p , (b) measured central
is important since stability is linked to the electron temperature (ECE and Thomson scatevolution of the internal
€ inductance and li tering) and model calculation, (c) Corsica and
values higher than ITER design limits must be EFIT calculations of q 0 , and (d) Corsica and
of li (3) . EFIT calculations
€
carefully considered. We show in Fig. 8(d), the EFIT calculations
with the MSE diagnostic to determine q 0 are
comparison of predicted li (3) from simulations only available during times with neutral beam
€ analysis injection (a).€
with that obtained from the EFIT
optimized for startup conditions and note that
€
there is a discrepancy between the predicted and simulated values during the€ ramp. This is
€
due to some differences
in the current profile structure between simulation and experiment.
We are continuing our analysis and modeling to resolve the source of this difference and to
further improve the accuracy of the modeling.
6. Conclusions

€

The large-bore startup scenario with EC assist has proven to be robust at ITER relevant
toroidal electric fields, as low as 0.21 V/m. With ECH, the time of plasma initiation is
reproducible which may be an important consideration for ITER. Ohmic LFS startup with
Eφ = 0.43 V/m has also been obtained. LFS startup experiments at lower Eφ without EC
assist have not yet achieved burnthrough, although there appears to be no fundamental factors
that would exclude this. However, it is clear from this work that the operating parameter
range for Ohmic startup is more limited than for startup with EC assist. EC assist can also
€
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lower the resistive flux required to ramp to flattop. In these experiments, the ECH was only
applied during the LFS limited phase, however auxiliary heating during the entire rampup
phase may provide additional flux reduction.
Feedback control of internal inductance has been demonstrated, allowing additional
flexibility in control of the current profile, access to advanced scenarios, and avoidance of
operational limits. In addition, the modification of internal inductance using neutral beam
heating and gas puffing has been demonstrated, although feedback control using these
actuators has not been done. We note that a combination of auxiliary heating, either neutral
beam or ECH, and current ramp control might be used for ITER, providing li feedback and
reducing the resistive flux consumption.
Although the work presented in this paper has focused on startup, it has also been
extended to simulate the ITER rampdown phase. In initial experiments, a beam heated
€
H-mode rampdown phase has been successfully produced.
The DIII-D experiments simulating ITER startup have shown that plasma current can be
initiated while limited on the LFS, diverted early in time to minimize heat flux to the outer
wall, and ramped to values of I / aB comparable to the ITER 15 MA scenario. Using this
large-bore startup, both the ITER H-mode baseline scenario and an advanced inductive
hybrid mode (ITER scenario 3) have been successfully demonstrated.
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